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Abstract

The cyclodextrin (CD) and its derivatives as useful drug carriers and reservoirs are widely used in pharmaceutical and chemical industries. The CD-guest (drug) and more generally host-guest coordinations are often considered prototypical cases that are much simpler than biological systems. As a result, in computational modelling even with dynamics propagation, only a single binding pose is considered. However, due to the asymmetric feature of the CD host, the guest can directionally bind to its primary 6’ or secondary 3’ face. Correct modelling of the primary-secondary equilibrium clearly poses a challenge, and any static or dynamic calculations modelling only a single binding preference would introduce systematic biases of unknown magnitude. In this work, using the β-CD host-guest set in a recent grand challenge, we present a comprehensive analysis of various aspects of fixed-charge modelling of β-CD host-guest complexes. The force field parameters (electrostatics and bonded terms) are evaluated in a detailed way, and the best parameter combination is employed in enhanced sampling simulations that accelerate the translational diffusion of the guest molecule, sample the binding/unbinding events extensively, and thus explore the space of possible binding modes. Finally, the binding affinities and the primary-secondary equilibrium (directionalized guest coordination preference) are computed and compared with the experimental reference. Possible reasons for deviations and further ways to improve the quality of calculation are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Macromolecular containers are receiving enormous attention due to their capability of tunable encapsulation of therapeutic agents and controllable release. Among so many macrocyclic receptors, e.g., cyclodextrin (CD), calixarene, cucurbit[n]uril and pillar[n]arene, the most commonly employed macrocycle is CD, due to their readily availability, low cost and high solubility.\(^1\)\(^4\) Cycloextrins (CDs) are a family of cyclic oligosaccharides widely used in pharmaceutical and chemical industries. The CD derivatives share the macrocyclic glucose backbone, which forms a hydrophobic cavity and a hydrophilic exterior. The unique structural feature makes the CD family nice candidates for drug carriers and reservoirs. Typically, bio-safe CD species have 6-8 glucose subunits, including α-CD (6 glucose units), β-CD (7 glucose units), and γ-CD (8 glucose units). As the portal size of β-CD is compatible with most pharmacologically active molecules, this member is often recognized as a promising host partner suitable for a number of drug-like molecules.\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^8\) Molecular encapsulation of drugs in CD hosts can overcome various difficulties in the formulation of drug delivery systems, e.g., poor aqueous solubility of drug, poor bioavailability, and sensitivity to destructing factors.\(^9\)\(^,\)\(^10\) Sometimes the prototype CD (e.g., β-CD) does not fulfill the intended use. Thus, chemically modified CD molecules are often considered in the search of suitable hosts. On this aspect, computational modelling serves as an efficient screening tool due to its ability to cover a wide range of chemical space at a relatively low cost.

Compared with macromolecular species such as proteins of pharmaceutical interests, host molecules are more than an order of magnitude smaller in size (i.e., mass and volume). Further, their macrocyclic or polycyclic structures have only a small number of rotatable bonds, leading to relatively rigid dynamic features. As a result, in computational investigations of host-guest coordinations, there is a tendency to simplify the modelling procedure by neglecting conformational flexibility and considering only a single binding mode.\(^11\)\(^-\)\(^18\) As a result, the computational inspection of host-guest binding is simplified to a single-state calculation that can be treated via single-point calculations with normal mode approximation or restrained sampling in the neighborhood of the initial bound configuration. However, recent modelling reports with comprehensive conformational sampling suggest the pivotal role of the conformational flexibility of both components involved in host-guest coordination and a general multi-modal binding behavior in host-guest complexes,\(^19\)\(^-\)\(^23\) which suggests that the single-state approximation, regardless of the accuracy level of the employed Hamiltonian, could introduce systematic biases of unknown magnitude. This observation emphasizes the necessity of extensive exploration of the configurational space in host-guest modelling.
Correct modelling of host-guest systems requires accurate Hamiltonian and appropriate sampling technique. In molecular simulations of β-CD-guest binding, it is common to employ general-purpose force fields such as the general AMBER force field (GAFF) derivatives to treat bonded and vdW interactions, while for electrostatics common selections are AM1-BCC and restrained electrostatic potential (RESP). However, assessments of these force fields for β-CD systems are mostly focused on binding thermodynamics, while detailed evaluations in other aspects (e.g., charge quality) are seldom performed. There is an AMBER-compatible force field parameterized for CD derivatives named q4MD, which is also widely used in molecular simulations of CD host-guest systems. As for the sampling issue, it is well-known that the time-scale issue is a long-standing problem in molecular simulation of biomolecular and also host-guest systems. To overcome the significant gap between the integration time step of the equations of motion and the time scale of the processes of interest (e.g., conformational fluctuation and binding/unbinding events), enhanced sampling techniques are needed to improve the sampling efficiency and secure converged results in a reasonable simulation time. The multi-modal binding behavior in the β-CD-guest binding makes the situation more sophisticated. According to the chemical structure of the β-CD host shown in Fig. 1, the top and bottom faces are asymmetric. The top surface with the hydroxymethyl rim is often called the primary surface, while the bottom surface with hydroxyl substitutions is the secondary surface. This asymmetric structural feature of the β-CD ring leads to two possible orientations for the guest molecule. Namely, the guest could directionally bind to the primary or secondary face of the host ring. Computational perspective of β-CD host-guest binding thus concerns not just the correct reproduction of the experimental binding thermodynamics, but more importantly the correct description of this directionalized guest coordination (more specifically the primary-secondary equilibrium). Despite the existence of many machine learning tools trained to reproduce binding affinities, these experience-based techniques would fail for newly encountered CD derivatives due to the absence of the training data or the dissimilarity of the training set and the systems under investigation. Further, simply getting the numbers (affinities) close to the experiment does not guarantee a correct description of β-CD host-guest binding but could involve fortuitous error cancellation, while the simultaneous predictions of binding thermodynamics and directionalized host-guest binding patterns would make the picture solid.

A recent grand challenge of computational modelling in drug discovery, SAMPL7, involves a set of β-CD host-guest pairs with a variety of structural and chemical features. Aside from the prototype β-CD, the other host molecules are β-CD derivatives with chemical modifications on either the primary or the secondary surface. These modified β-CD rings can still stably coordinate guest molecules, but various physiochemical properties including the binding affinity and the energetic preference of the directional guest coordination are
altered. In this work, using this interesting β-CD host-guest dataset, we present a comprehensive modelling of β-CD host-guest binding, with a detailed evaluation of force-field accuracy and a correct treatment of the primary-secondary equilibrium. The obtained results would provide useful insights for both force-field development and practical considerations/guideline for molecular modelling of complex host-guest binding.

2. Methodology and Computational Details

2.1. System Preparation.

The 3D structures of hosts (i.e., β-CD derivatives) and the two guests are obtained from the online server of the grand challenge. In Fig. 1, we present the 2D chemical structures of the host and guest molecules considered in this work. The host molecules include the prototype β-CD and eight modified β-CD derivatives. The backbone of β-CD remains untouched and chemical modifications are added on either the primary or the secondary surface. For the drug-like guests, we only consider two molecules with different net charges. The size of the guests is small, and exhaustive sampling of relevant conformational basins would be rather fast. Also, there is only one heteroatom in each guest molecule, which can be used to mark the primary or secondary coordination preference. The host-guest complexes formed by all hosts and the guest G1 are investigated, while for the host-G2 complex we only simulate the β-CD-G2 pair.

The force field parameters are obtained from GAFF derivatives and system-specific charges derived from two schemes. The first charge scheme is AM1-BCC, which performs AM1 optimization in vacuo and then derives atomic charges by combining AM1 Mulliken charges and a correction term (i.e., BCC) trained from the HF/6-31G* electrostatic potential (ESP) for a large set of drug-like molecules. The second scheme is the RESP fitting, which performs B3LYP/6-31G* optimization and HF/6-31G* ESP scan with the Merz-Kollman scheme in vacuo and then directly fits the atom-centered charges to reproduce the HF/6-31G* ESP in a two-step fashion with hyperbolic regularizations to avoid overfitting. The semi-empirical AM1 calculations are performed with the sqm engine in AMBER, while for the calculations at \( \textit{ab initio} \) levels we use the Gaussian 09 program. Although in many cases the behaviors (e.g., binding thermodynamics and interaction patterns) of the two charge schemes are similar, there are also reports that they behave differently. Thus, in the current β-CD host-guest modelling, we first assess their charge qualities before choosing one in extensive configurational sampling. The GAFF derivatives are used to obtain bonded and vdW parameters. Due to the high transferability of GAFF derivatives, their accuracies for specific systems could be relatively low compared with system-specified force fields. Therefore, we assess two GAFF versions including GAFF v1.81 (or simply GAFF) and the second generation of GAFF (GAFF
version 2.11, GAFF2), after which the best-performing one would be chosen in molecular simulation. Further, we consider reparametrizing GAFF2 in a system-specific manner with the generalized force-matching (FM) scheme\textsuperscript{48,49} to achieve a higher level of accuracy. Detailed discussion about the refitting procedure would be presented in the results part. Note that in force-field refitting and assessment, we only consider the host-guest pair of the prototypical β-CD and the guest G1.

As all host molecules share the same β-CD backbone and their difference lies in the substitution group, the β-CD backbone is used to define the binding pocket formed by hosts in all host-guest pairs. The starting structure of each host-guest complex is thus obtained by simply superposing the center of masses (COM) of the host backbone and that of the guest. The host-guest complex is solvated in TIP3P\textsuperscript{50,51} water and the minimum distance between the solute surface and the edge of the simulated box is set to 25 Å, which is sufficiently large to define a decoupled state. The truncated octahedron cell is replicated in whole space with periodic boundary conditions. Non-polarizable monovalent spherical counter ions\textsuperscript{52,53} of Na\textsuperscript{+} or Cl\textsuperscript{−} parameterized for TIP3P water are added for neutralization.

2.2. Free Energy Simulations.

The interaction patterns between β-CD derivatives and guests are expected to be complex due to the asymmetric structural features of the hosts and the guests. As both guests considered in the current work have only one heteroatom, we use this heteroatom to illustrate the binding feature. The relative position of the heteroatom and the other parts of the guest inside the host cavity could determine at least two distinct binding poses, which feature the heteroatom at or closer to the primary or the secondary surface of the host. If the heteroatom tends to be closer to the primary surface than the secondary face in the bound state, then the host-guest binding prefers the primary orientation. If the primary and secondary binding poses are of similar thermodynamic stability, then the host-guest coordination shows an indifferent behavior. If the heteroatom is closer to the secondary surface than the primary one, then the host-guest coordination is secondary-preferred. To properly describe the thermodynamics in this primary-secondary equilibrium, exhaustive sampling of the binding/unbinding events is needed. Aside from the multi-modal binding behavior, as the binding affinities of host-guest complexes are much higher than the thermal fluctuation at the experimental condition (i.e., 298 K), some enhanced sampling techniques are needed to improve the sampling efficiency. Here, the protocol that has been applied to a series of similar host-guest systems in our previous works\textsuperscript{19,20,54} is employed. The method employs well-tempered metadynamics\textsuperscript{55-58} to accelerate the configurational exploration, and the biasing potential is imposed on the 3D spherical coordinates defined by the host and the guest. It should be
noted that the definition of the spherical coordinates \( (\rho, \theta, \varphi) \) differs a little from previous host-guest modelling. In the previous works, the spherical coordinates are defined by the COMs of the two components involved in inter-molecular coordination (i.e., host and guest). As the host rings in the current work are chemically modified based on the prototype \( \beta \)-CD, the COM of the host backbone (i.e., without the substitution chain) is used to define the reference anchor point of the host. As for the guest part, the small size and the rigidity of the guest molecules enable the translational motion of the whole molecule to be described with one specific atom, which is selected as the only heteroatom in each guest (i.e., oxygen for G1 and nitrogen for G2). Therefore, we are actually biasing the host-heteroatom spherical coordinates in the current work. An illustration of such a biasing scheme is presented in Fig. S1. This sampling protocol enables a scan of the relative position of the host ring and the guest molecule and thus the exploration of possible binding poses. As the translational diffusion is accelerated in host-guest complexes, a series of binding/unbinding events would be observed, which makes the observation of guest binding to both the primary and secondary faces of the host possible. An upper wall is added on the first CV (i.e., distance/radius \( \rho \)) to limit the configurational space to explore. The maximum value of the radius \( \rho \) should be sufficiently large to define a fully decoupled state. In the current work, we put the upper wall on 22.5 Å, and the resulting entropic correction to recover the standard-state binding free energy is about 1.9 kcal/mol. For more detailed discussions about this spherical-coordinates-biased protocol in host-guest modelling, please refer to references 19, 20, 54, 59.

The contact number between different groups of atoms
\[
C = \sum_{i \in \text{group}_A} \sum_{j \in \text{group}_B} \frac{1 - \left( \frac{r_{ij}}{r_0} \right)^6}{1 - \left( \frac{r_{ij}}{r_0} \right)^{12}}
\]
is used to analyze the detailed interactions inside the system. The variable \( r_{ij} \) is the distance between the \( i \)th atom in group A and the \( j \)th atom in group B, and the distance constant \( r_0 \) is set to 5 Å. The total contact number between the host and the guest
\[
C_{\text{host-guest}} = \sum_{i \in \text{host}} \sum_{j \in \text{guest}} \frac{1 - \left( \frac{r_{ij}}{r_0} \right)^6}{1 - \left( \frac{r_{ij}}{r_0} \right)^{12}}
\]
and its by-host-atom decomposition
\[
C_i = \sum_{j \in \text{guest}} \frac{1 - \left( \frac{r_{ij}}{r_0} \right)^6}{1 - \left( \frac{r_{ij}}{r_0} \right)^{12}}
\]
are used to identify the binding/unbinding events and the detailed host-guest coordination patterns, e.g., the host atoms directly coordinating the guest. The two components involved in the definition of the spherical
coordinates, the host backbone and the heteroatom of the guest, are also used to define the contact variable named the host-heteroatom contact $C_{\text{host-hetero}} = \sum_{i=\text{host}} \sum_{j=\text{hetero}} \frac{1}{1 - \left(\frac{r_{ij}}{r_0}\right)^6}$. In the analysis of the binding preference (i.e., binding at the primary or secondary surface of the host), the decomposed guest-primary-surface contacts are also analyzed, the details of which would be discussed later in the results part.

As mentioned in the previous system-preparation section, the starting configuration of each host-guest complex is obtained by simply superposing the COMs of the host backbone and the guest. As we are scanning the spherical coordinates covering the space of possible host-guest coordination patterns, this initial configuration would not introduce systematic bias to the simulation outcome. From this structure, we perform 10,000 steps energy minimization, 400 ps NVT equilibration, 2 ns NPT equilibration to obtain an equilibrated structure, from which the 1000 ns enhanced sampling simulation starts. The parameters for the metadynamics settings include 0.24 kcal/mol initial Gaussian height, the deposition interval of 0.5 ps, the bias factor of 10, and the Gaussian widths of 0.1 nm, $\frac{\pi}{16}$, and $\frac{\pi}{8}$ for the three polar coordinates, respectively. For temperature regulation we use the velocity rescaling algorithm and for pressure regulation the Parrinello-Rahman barostat is used. A time step of 1 fs is used to propagate the dynamics. Long-range electrostatics are treated with the smooth Particle-mesh Ewald method. GROMACS 2019.6 patched with PLUMED 2.7.0 is used to perform simulations.

3. Result and Discussion.

3.1. Charge Generation.

Before computationally intense enhanced sampling simulations, we first evaluate the two charge schemes for solutes, which could be pivotal in determining the conformational preference and the intermolecular coordination pattern in host-guest binding. As accurate reproduction of the ab initio electrostatics is achieved by accurate reproduction of the reference ESP (rather than the detailed values of atomic charges), we use the relative root-mean-squared error (RRMSE) of molecular ESP to assess the charge quality. The ESP RRMSE results for all solute molecules are presented in Fig. 2a, where the superiority of the RESP charge scheme is rather clear. For all solute molecules, the ESP RRMSE of the RESP scheme is smaller than AM1-BCC. For several systems such as the prototype β-CD, the ESP RRMSE under AM1-BCC is unacceptably large (~29%). This underperformance of AM1-BCC suggests the unsuitability of this
corrected semi-empirical charge scheme in the current β-CD host-guest set, and the inclusion of similar macrocyclic species in the training set of the correction term (BCC) could improve this situation. A similar phenomenon is also observed in our previous investigation of Cucurbit[8]uril host-guest binding. Thus, the unsuitability of AM1-BCC in host-guest systems could be rather general, and care should be taken when employing this corrected semi-empirical charge scheme. This underperformance of the AM1-BCC charge scheme for β-CD derivatives could also be one of the reasons causing the unsatisfactory accuracy of computational results reported in many previous publications.

Although the ESP RRMSE could be informative to evaluate the consistency of the charge-produced ESP data and the ab initio reference, another interesting observable to check is the dipole moment, despite the fact that it is not included in the regularized charge fitting. The numerical results are presented in Fig. 2b, where we still observe a better performance of the RESP charge scheme. Interestingly, despite the huge difference between the ESP RRMSEs of RESP and AM1-BCC for the prototype β-CD, the dipole moments produced by the two charge schemes are extremely similar. By contrast, the difference between ESP RRMSEs of the two charge schemes is smaller for modified rings such as M34, but the dipole moments under the two charge schemes show a difference obviously larger than the β-CD case. Thus, the two quality-check metrics of ESP RRMSE and dipole moment are reflecting somehow different electrostatic properties, although in most cases their charge-scheme-dependent trends are similar. In Fig. 2c, we also present the number of ESP points used in charge fitting and assessment. We can see that a large number of ESP points are involved in our calculation, which ensures the coverage of relevant molecular surfaces and thus the reliability of our results.

The above statistical assessment provides the general performance of the charge schemes. However, the detailed reason for their unusual behaviors remains unclear. Although the RESP charge scheme reproduces the ab initio ESP data in a more accurate manner than AM1-BCC, in several systems still obvious deviations could be identified. These deviations, according to detailed analyses (visualization) of the ESP surface, result from the intrinsic limitation of fixed-charge representations. Namely, the atom-centered charges cannot accurately reproduce the anisotropic ESP distribution caused by, e.g., lone electron pairs. We use the G1 guest as an illustrative example. Structurally, this guest molecule is quite simple. However, both charge schemes fail to reproduce the high-level ESP data with large deviations (~20%). The main reason for the fitting failure is the lone electron pairs at its heteroatom oxygen and the resulting anisotropic ESP distribution. An illustration of the fitting scheme for this molecule is presented in Fig. 2d. The carbon atoms of the 6-membered ring are colored in cyan and magenta. Atoms sharing the same color are constrained to
have the same parameter in RESP fitting, the underlying physical reason for which is the chemical equivalence of these atoms due to the flexible rotation in the -OH region. This equivalent-carbon constraint leads to an elevated ESP RRMSE of 19%. If we try to better the fitting quality by switching off this constraint, new degrees of freedom are added in the regularized parameter adjustment and the ESP RRMSE is improved significantly to 9%. However, this treatment overfits a single configuration, neglects the equivalence of chemically equivalent carbon atoms and hinders the flexible orientation in the -OH region. To avoid overfitting a single configuration and comply with the most widely applied RESP fitting scheme, we turn on the equivalence constraints in our modelling. Note that similar fitting problems exist in many compounds. For example, for methanol CH3OH, the chemical environments of the three hydrogen atoms linked to carbon are equivalent, which suggests that the three hydrogen atoms should share the same charge parameter. However, this behavior cannot be achieved via (R)ESP fitting with any low-energy structure of this molecule. A constraint on this chemical equivalence is necessary and is considered a standard treatment in modern charge fitting, but this term would obviously regularize the parameter space and worsen the ESP reproduction.

Overall, the above detailed evaluation of the two charge schemes for solutes suggests the superiority of the RESP charge scheme, which would thus be employed in the extensive exploration of the configurational space.

3.2. Bonded Parameters.

Inter-molecular interactions are mainly contributed by electrostatics, which have been considered in the previous charge-generation section. We then turn to the other terms in classical force fields. The vdW term contributes directly to the non-bonded interactions, but its magnitude is often not as significant as electrostatic interactions. Further, this term is often less system-dependent. Thus, vdW parameters are often grabbed from pre-fitted parameter sets such as GAFF derivatives. As for the remaining parameters in fixed-charge force fields, i.e., the bonded interactions including the bond stretching, angle bending, and dihedral flipping potentials, although they are not directly involved in the calculation of inter-molecular interactions, they do play a crucial role in molecular recognition by influencing the intra-molecular conformational preference. Therefore, in this section, we focus on the comparison of the bonded terms from GAFF derivatives and recalibrate these pre-fitted parameters to produce system-specific force fields that reproduce \textit{ab initio} properties. In this force-field evaluation and refitting, we only consider the β-CD-G1 host-guest pair due to the similarities of chemical environments in all host molecules. In the following paragraphs of
this section, we first describe the refitting procedure and then compare the behaviors of all force fields.

We employ the generalized FM scheme\(^4^9\) to refit force field parameters following the GAFF2 definition. From this force field, we refit all the bonded terms with a weak harmonic (L2) regularization term to avoid overfitting. The non-bonded terms (RESP charges and vdW parameters) and the scaling factors for 1-4 non-bonded interactions are untouched. Aside from the regularization term, the objective function further includes the atomic force and the system energy. The atom-type symmetry defined in GAFF2 is applied, and the dihedral periodicity is fixed. The configurational ensemble used to generate reference data is obtained by 110 ns gas-phase unbiased sampling with a sampling interval of 10 ps. A high temperature of 600 K is employed to enhance the sampling efficiency. The obtained 11000 structures are then fed to ORCA\(^6^7, 6^8\) for \textit{ab initio} calculations. Due to the large sample size and the unconstrained exploration of configurational space at the high temperature, this reference set covers relevant regions and further adding samples leads to negligible changes of the refitting results. The target level used for the large host molecule is BLYP\(^6^9-7^2\)/def2-SVP with the latest D4 dispersion correction\(^7^3, 7^4\) considering its good performance in modelling various properties (including non-covalent interactions) among pure functionals, while for the small guest molecules a higher-level method, the r\(^2\)SCAN-3c\(^7^5, 7^6\) composite scheme, is selected. The resolution-of-the-identity approximation\(^7^7, 7^8\) is always employed in \textit{ab initio} calculations.

For quality assessment, we generate a 10 ns trajectory (1000 configurations) at 300 K for each molecule. These newly generated configurations are independent of the training set (11000 structures mentioned in the previous paragraph). With this testing set, we compute the deviations of both system energy and atomic force under the pre-fitted GAFF2 and the refitted FM parameter sets. Two error metrics including the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE) are used for quality assessment. The correlograms for energetics are presented in Fig. 3a (β-CD) and Fig. 3b (G1). For the host β-CD, the deviation of GAFF2 energetics is very large (RMSE ~7.2 kcal/mol and MAE ~5.7 kcal/mol), which suggests the inappropriateness of direct application of pre-fitted general-purpose force fields in β-CD derivatives. By contrast, the RMSE energy produced by GAFF2 is quite small for the guest G1, which suggests the suitability of transferable force fields in this situation. Upon force field refitting, improvements are observed for both the macrocyclic host β-CD and the drug-like guest G1, but the magnitudes of betterments show obvious differences. For the host β-CD, the regularized force-field refitting leads to pronounced improvements (~1.6 kcal/mol for RMSE and ~1.2 kcal/mol for MAE), while the RMSE improvement for the small guest molecule is only ~0.4 kcal/mol. The RMSE for the guest G1 is already small enough, but the deviation of the force-field energetics from the \textit{ab initio} reference is still very large for the host β-CD. If the FM parameter set indeed reaches the optimal position
in the parameter space for each system, then the accuracy level of the FM parameter set is the limit of the employed functional form (i.e., AMBER-like force fields). If further improvements are pursued, then more complex forms of force field formulations should be considered.

We then check the force error in Fig. 3c-f. The time series of atom-specified force errors (\(\|\Delta F\|_2\) for the \(i\)th atom) for the \(\beta\)-CD host are shown in Fig. 3c-d. The repeating glucose units are numbered sequentially. The first 11 atoms of each repeating unit are heavy atoms, while the other (12-21) atoms are hydrogen atoms. By comparing the GAFF2 (Fig. 3c) and FM-BLYP-D4 (Fig. 3d) results, we know that the FM refitting effectively improves the force reproduction for all atoms, but the force errors on non-hydrogen atoms are still relatively large. This observation is somehow consistent with our previous Cucurbit[8]uril work\(^7\) and thus is expected to be general for macrocyclic hosts. By averaging the contributions from all atoms, the RMSE of atomic forces is obtained. Upon FM refitting, the force RMSE is improved from \(~18.9\) kcal/(mol·Å·atom) to \(~12.8\) kcal/(mol·Å·atom). The time series of force errors for the drug-like guest G1 are shown in Fig. 3e-f, where we can see that the GAFF2 parameter set is generally not problematic for this molecule, and FM refitting only leads to minor improvements. The force RMSE is improved from the GAFF2 \(~10.8\) kcal/(mol·Å·atom) to the FM-\(r^2\)SCAN-3c \(~7.9\) kcal/(mol·Å·atom).

From both the analyses of energy and atomic forces, we know that the refitted parameter set reproduces the \textit{ab initio} results in a better way than the transferable GAFF2. However, these numerical data provide no hints about the dynamic behaviors of the macrocyclic host produced by these parameter sets. Therefore, we then perform 20 ns explicit-solvent simulations to investigate the dynamics of the \(\beta\)-CD host. The GAFF v1.81 (GAFF) force field mentioned in Section 2.1 is also employed in this unbiased simulation. We superpose the snapshots accumulated from unbiased simulations under the three parameter sets in Fig. 4. It is clearly shown that the GAFF parameters produce a flexible \(\beta\)-CD cavity that can be squashed frequently in explicit water, which might pose a problem for the guest to enter the host cavity and form stable host-guest coordination. By contrast, the GAFF2 and FM-BLYP-D4 host cavities are rather stiff. The host cavity remains open during the course of unbiased simulations. The radius of gyration (Rg) could be used to monitor the open-to-close transformation of the host cavity, the numerical results of which are presented also in Fig. 4. The GAFF2 values are quite stable during the whole 20 ns unbiased simulation and fluctuate around a large value of 6.15 Å. The GAFF Rg fluctuates around a smaller value \(~5.8\) Å, and the magnitude of fluctuation is much more significant than the GAFF2 case. Thus, we can conclude that the host cavity under GAFF is more flexible and squashed than GAFF2. The FM-BLYP-D4 curve is generally similar to GAFF2, but a transition between the fully open and partially closed conformations is observed at about 13 ns, after which the host cavity remains
partially closed. As this conformational transition is obviously a rare event, it is difficult to conclude the relative stiffness of GAFF2 and FM-BLYP-D4 parameter sets or whether there is an obvious difference between the dynamic behaviors produced by GAFF2 and FM-BLYP-D4. However, we can safely say that the refitted parameter set produces a host cavity at least stiffer than GAFF. Note that similar conformational fluctuations between the open and closed forms of the β-CD cavity have also been observed in previous studies.80

Overall, the assessment and refitting of bonded parameters presented above suggest the superiority of the FM parameter set in reproducing high-level results. However, the dynamic behaviors of the host cavity produced by the pre-fitted GAFF2 and the refitted FM parameter sets are somehow similar. Due to this consistency and the better reproduction of ab initio results, in the following simulations of β-CD host-guest systems, we employ both GAFF2 and FM parameters to investigate the impact of force-field refitting on the binding thermodynamics and interaction patterns. Note that as the FM refitting is performed only on the prototype host β-CD and the guest G1, only this host-guest pair is tested in simulations using the FM parameter set.

3.3. Binding Affinities.

The above detailed evaluation of force field parameters provides an insightful picture of force field selection. We then perform spherical-coordinates-biased simulations with RESP charges and GAFF2/FM parameters to obtain the thermodynamics of β-CD host-guest binding. In Fig. 5 and Fig. S2, we present the time series of the total host-guest contact and its decomposition into the contribution of each host atom-guest pair. For the total host-guest contacts, their values fluctuate significantly and reach the system-dependent maximum and zero many times, which suggests the observations of a number of binding/unbinding events during the course of our simulations. Thus, a large number of binding poses would be explored, making the simulation outcome independent of the initial binding pose. The informative atom-guest decompositions provide a detailed picture of host-guest coordination. We can know which host atoms are directly coordinating the guest and their closeness to the guest. Similar to the previous by-atom force error shown in Fig. 3c-d, the atom-guest contacts are also numbered sequentially. Among the 21 atom-guest contacts in each of the 7 repeating units, the first 11 are the heavy-atom-guest contacts and the other (12-21) are hydrogen-guest contacts. For the prototype β-CD-G1 binding shown in Fig. 5, many center-binding configurations with large atom-guest contacts for all host atoms could be identified, and many host-guest coordination patterns with side-binding behaviors could be observed. Similar observations could be obtained in the β-CD-G2 case shown
in Fig. S2. For modified rings, the substitution groups are numbered after the β-CD backbone atoms. Still, for the binding cases of these β-CD derivatives and G1, a large number of binding/unbinding events and host-guest coordination patterns could be observed, suggesting the exhaustiveness of our conformational search.

We then start with the investigation of binding thermodynamics by projecting the free energy surfaces on the host-guest COM distance and the host-heteroatom contact, the results of which are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. S3. All free energy surfaces share similar features and thus we only discuss the systems shown in Fig. 6. Only one free energy basin featuring the center-binding modes is observed for each system. For the β-CD-G1 binding case shown in Fig. 6a-b, the GAFF2 and FM parameter sets produce extremely similar free energy surfaces. We extract the most stable bound conformation for each parameter set with marks (vdW representation) for the oxygen atoms on the primary face of the host and the heteroatom (oxygen) of the guest. We can see that the binding poses obtained under the two parameter sets are also very similar. When the guest is changed from G1 to G2, the details of the free energy surface vary a little, but the general single-minimum center-binding picture remains unchanged, as shown in Fig. 6c. The situation is similar when the host is varied from the prototype β-CD to chemically modified species (c.f., Fig. 6d and Fig. S3) and thus would not be discussed further.

With the projected radius-contact surfaces, we calculate the binding free energies of these host-guest complexes, the results of which are summarized in Table 1. The experimental values of binding affinities are obtained from reference.38 We first take a look at the absolute values of the computed binding affinities. For the complex formed by β-CD derivatives and G1, the results obtained under the RESP+GAFF2 combination are generally overestimated (more negative) than the experimental values. As the sampling has been proven to be sufficient in our modelling, this deviation should arise from the inaccuracy of the employed force field, the details of which have already been discussed in previous sections. An interesting observation for the β-CD-G1 complex is that when replacing the pre-fitted GAFF2 parameter set with the molecule-specific refitted FM parameter set (i.e., FM-BLYP-D4 for β-CD and FM-r²SCAN-3c for G1), the β-CD-G1 affinity agrees with the previous GAFF2 result within statistical uncertainty. This phenomenon is rather not unexpected, as the GAFF2 parameters are already very accurate for the guest G1 (c.f. Fig. 3b) and the dynamic behavior of β-CD produced by the refitted parameter set is similar to the pre-fitted GAFF2 (c.f., Fig. 4). The perfect agreement also suggests the well-converged behavior of our simulation. Namely, the simulations under GAFF2 and FM parameter sets can be considered two independent trials due to the similarity of their behaviors, and the outcomes of the two repeats are in perfect agreement. Similar to the β-CD-derivatives-G1 complexes, the β-CD-G2 binding affinity is also overestimated. Thus, we can conclude
that our modelling protocol tends to give overestimated $\beta$-CD host-guest binding affinity. This trend is also clearly presented in the correlogram shown in Fig. 7.

To obtain some quantitative insights of the quality into the computed binding thermodynamics, we compute two error metrics including RMSE and mean signed error (MSE) and two ranking coefficients including Kendall $\tau$ and prediction index (PI). The error metrics evaluate the deviations of the computed values from the experimental reference, while the ranking coefficients assess the consistency of the computed rank of binding affinities and the experimental rank. The values of these quality metrics are also provided in Table 1. The RMSE of the calculated binding affinities is 1.5 kcal/mol. This error size is intermediate in computational modelling of protein-ligand and host-guest complexes. As the sampling has been proven sufficient in our simulation, this deviation is expected to arise from the force field inaccuracy discussed in previous sections. The positive MSE suggests the systematic overestimation of binding affinities (stronger than experiment) with the modelling protocol RESP+GAFF2/FM. Similar observations (overestimation) have been reported in previous studies that employ similar force field combinations but sample the $\beta$-CD host-guest binding in the alchemical space with nonequilibrium transformation. The values of both ranking coefficients are positive but close to zero, which suggests that the simulation outcomes agree with the experimental values to some extent, but the correlation is not very well. It should be noted that the poor experiment-calculation rank correlation in the current $\beta$-CD host-guest systems is not unexpected, as the range of binding affinities is quite narrow and is not obviously larger than the statistical uncertainty. Specifically, in the 1.4 kcal/mol range of G1-involved affinities from -4.6 kcal/mol to -3.2 kcal/mol, we have 9 host-guest pairs under investigation (or 10 systems considering the FM parameter set), while the statistical uncertainty for binding affinities is $\sim$0.4 kcal/mol. As a result, the differences between binding affinities are close in value and similar in size to the statistical errors of the calculations. The $\beta$-CD-G2 affinity is much stronger than the $\beta$-CD-derivatives-G1 ones, and this trend is correctly computed from our simulation. Also, considering the system-dependent inaccuracy of force field parameters, we cannot expect to obtain extremely good ranks of binding affinities in the current $\beta$-CD host-guest systems.

### 3.4. Primary or Secondary? The Directionalized Binding Mode Preference.

Compared with other macrocyclic hosts such as Cucurbit[8]uril studied in our previous work, the carbohydrate $\beta$-CD is structurally asymmetric with two surfaces of different portal sizes. This property leads to an extra asymmetric directional binding preference of external agents. Therefore, complex interaction patterns are expected to be observed in $\beta$-CD host-guest binding. However, compared with the structurally
diverse abused drugs investigated in our previous works,\textsuperscript{19} the guest molecules in the current $\beta$-CD case are rather simple. They (i.e., G1 and G2) are formed by an aliphatic cycle with heteroatom substituted at specific site(s), creating a simple asymmetric feature of the guest itself. As a result, the guest is unable to form complex binding pattern with the $\beta$-CD host and the main interaction possibility in the current $\beta$-CD systems is the asymmetric directionized binding behavior.

In the analysis of the asymmetric binding behavior of the guests (i.e., binding at primary and secondary surfaces), we need some CVs to properly describe the orientation of the asymmetric guests inside the asymmetric host cavity. To this aim, we select the primary surface of the $\beta$-CD derivatives and the orientation of the heteroatom of the guest. In each repeating unit of $\beta$-CD, there are 2 oxygen atoms in -OH groups on the secondary surface and only 1 on the primary surface. In some substituted rings such as M35, the -OH oxygen on the primary surface is substituted in one unit, while in others one oxygen on the secondary surface is substituted. To provide a consistent definition in all $\beta$-CD derivatives, we only include the consecutive 5 of 7 oxygen atoms on the primary surfaces in the definition of the primary surface of each host. The 5 oxygen atoms already cover the main interacting regions of the primary surface, and using other numbers such as 4 or 6 of the 7 oxygen atoms does not change the results significantly. Then, we select two anchor atoms in each guest to investigate the orientation of the asymmetric guest. The first anchor atom is the only heteroatom in each guest, which is biased directly in enhanced sampling simulations. The second anchor atom is a carbon atom on the other side of the guest. The orientation of the asymmetric guest relative to the primary surface is thus described by the contacts between the anchor atoms and the primary surfaces

\[
C_{\text{hetero-primary}} = \sum_{i=\text{primary oxygen}} 1 - \left( \frac{r_{i,\text{hetero}}}{r_0} \right)^6 \quad \text{and} \quad C_{\text{carbon-primary}} = \sum_{i=\text{primary oxygen}} 1 - \left( \frac{r_{i,\text{carbon}}}{r_0} \right)^6.
\]

The free energy surfaces projects on these two new CVs are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. S4. When the minimum with large $C_{\text{hetero-primary}}$ is more stable than that with large $C_{\text{carbon-primary}}$, the heteroatom is closer to the primary surface and thus the primary binding mode is preferred. When the two minima are of similar stabilities, the system is considered binding-mode indifferent. When the large-$C_{\text{carbon-primary}}$ minimum is more stable than the large-$C_{\text{hetero-primary}}$ one, the system prefers the secondary binding mode. The directionalized binding-mode preference for all host-guest pairs can be directly identified from these $C_{\text{hetero-primary}} - C_{\text{carbon-primary}}$ free energy surfaces. For instance, the $\beta$-CD-G1 and $\beta$-CD-G2 complexes prefer the secondary binding mode, while the MG8-G1 and M36-G1
complexes exhibit a binding-mode indifferent behavior. An interesting comparison is performed still between the GAFF2 β-CD-G1 complex in Fig. 8 and the FM one in Fig. S4. Despite the differences between the bonded parameters in these two force fields, the $C_{\text{hetero-primary}} - C_{\text{carbon-primary}}$ free energy surfaces under them are extremely similar. Also considering the binding-affinity accordance shown in Table 1 and the similarity of the $\rho - C_{\text{host-hetero}}$ surfaces in Fig. 6, we can indeed conclude that the (thermo-)dynamic behaviors produced by these two parameter sets are very similar and the transferable GAFF2 parameters are already very good for β-CD host-guest systems.

The predicted binding-mode preferences of all host-guest complexes under investigation are summarized along with the experimental reference\textsuperscript{38} in Fig. 9. Among β-CD-derivatives-G1 complexes, the binding-mode preferences of only three β-CD-derivatives-G1 pairs are correctly predicted, possibly due to the force-field issue (electrostatics) probed in previous analyses (c.f. Fig. 2). For the other β-CD-derivatives-G1 pairs, the simulation-derived binding-pose preference is generally more secondary-mode preferred. Specifically, for systems with the indifferent experimental preference, the calculated binding-pose preference tends to be secondary or indifferent, and the experimentally primary-preferred systems tend to be predicted indifferent or secondary-preferred. By contrast, for the G2 guest the force-field problem is relatively small (c.f., Fig. 2a-b), and the simulation can correctly capture the secondary binding-pose preference of the β-CD-G2 complex and also reproduce the binding affinity shown in Table 1. Overall, it is difficult to correctly capture the primary-secondary preference in the current β-CD host-guest binding due to the force-field inaccuracy, and improvements could be expected upon the use of more accurate models.

Aside from the problems of electrostatics, another possible reason for the deviations is the small free energy difference between primary and secondary binding modes (e.g., ~ 0.5 kcal/mol for β-CD-G1 shown in Fig. 8), which is similar to the statistical uncertainty (~0.4 kcal/mol) reported in Table 1.


Macrocyclic hosts as molecular containers are currently applied in various areas, e.g., catalyzed synthesis, molecular machinery, drug delivery, fluorescence sensing and molecular recognition. The CD host family is commonly employed due to their readily availability, low cost and high solubility. In computational modelling, the β-CD host-guest binding is often recognized as a relatively easy/simple case due to its carbohydrate composition and similarity to drug-like molecules. Often, a single host-guest coordination pattern is considered and the calculations are based on a single bound conformation or limited
sampling in the neighborhood of the starting configuration. However, the situation is actually complicated rather than simplified due to the asymmetric feature of the β-CD host. The external agent (guest) could bind to its primary 6’ or secondary 3’ face, and the unbiased modelling of the β-CD host-guest coordination requires proper treatment/averaging of the primary-secondary equilibrium. Otherwise, systematic biases of unknown magnitude would be introduced, and the computational insights would be unreliable.

Correct modelling of host-guest binding requires accurate Hamiltonians and appropriate techniques for configurational space exploration. The first term determines the ultimate accuracy obtained with infinite sampling, while the latter determines the computational cost or the time scale of modelling. A balanced treatment of the two issues is always the predominant issue in computational modelling. Due to the time scale of host-guest binding, µs-length sampling is often required even with accelerated sampling techniques. At this time scale, the model/description affordable for most researchers is all-atom fixed-charge model, which involves intra- and inter-molecular potentials. The former intra-molecular terms determine the conformational preference of each molecule in the absence of the system-environment coupling, while the latter non-bonded terms describe the strength and preference of inter-molecular interactions.

The non-bonded terms directly contribute to inter-molecular interactions, and the electrostatics part is often of higher importance than the vDW component. Accurate description of inter-molecular electrostatic interactions is often achieved by accurate reproduction of the Coulombic ESP around each molecule. In the current β-CD host-guest systems, the RESP charge scheme performs better than AM1-BCC in ESP reproduction. Similar observations are also reported in another heterocyclic host Cucurbit[8]uril, which suggests that this RESP-better-than-BCC phenomenon is quite general for host-guest systems. However, for both charge schemes, there are cases where ESP RRMSE is not satisfactorily small, mainly due to the anisotropic ESP distribution caused by lone electron pairs. A worth noting failure is the structurally simple guest G1. The lone electron pairs on its oxygen atom pose a problem, especially in the presence of the chemical equivalence constraint. Multi-conformer averaging and more detailed models (e.g., off-center fitting points/charges and polarizable force fields) are needed to accurately describe the electrostatics. However, such treatment significantly increases the computational burden and comprehensive sampling would soon become very expensive. Under the fixed-charge representation, the RESP charge scheme is superior and thus is recommended in host-guest modelling.

Intuitively, the non-bonded terms are directly involved in the calculation of inter-molecular interactions and thus are more important than intra-molecular terms. As a result, many computational investigations of host-guest and protein-ligand complexes vary the charge schemes, while less attention is attached to the
bonded terms. However, these stiffer bonded terms determine the intra-molecular conformational preference, the inaccurate description of which could lead to an incorrect/unphysical ensemble to sample. The intra-molecular terms include bond stretching, angle bending, and tortional terms, the parameters of which are often obtained with carefully fitted transferable force fields such as GAFF derivatives. However, their accuracy in specific cases could be relatively low compared with parameter sets calibrated for specific systems. Therefore, we evaluate and refit all bonded parameters of the β-CD host and the guest G1 to assess the suitability of GAFF derivatives in β-CD host-guest modelling. The refitted force fields produce smaller deviations from the ab initio reference for both system energy and atomic force, especially for the macrocyclic host. Explicit-solvent ns-length unbiased simulations are also performed to check the dynamic behavior produced by different parameter sets. For the β-CD host, GAFF produces a squashed host cavity in explicit solvent, which makes it hard for external agents (i.e., guests) to form stable host-guest coordinations. By contrast, the GAFF2 parameters provide a much stiffer host cavity and the ring remains open in tens of ns simulations in water, which makes the translational diffusion of the guest around the host cavity feasible and the formation of host-guest complex favorable. The refitted parameter set behaves similarly to GAFF2. This similarity, along with the better reproduction of high-level energetics, suggests that GAFF2 could be a choice of higher reliability than GAFF. Thus, the GAFF2 parameter set is recommended in molecular simulations of β-CD host-guest systems.

The RESP+GAFF2 combination as the best force field choice is employed in enhanced sampling simulations that sample the binding/unbinding events extensively. From the thermodynamic information projected on the radius-contact surface, the binding affinities are calculated. Compared with the experimental reference, the computed values exhibit systematic overestimation, which arises from the inaccuracy of force field parameters especially electrostatics. The RMSE of binding affinities achieves ~1.5 kcal/mol, which is of intermediate size in modern computational investigations of protein-ligand and host-guest binding. The β-CD-G1 binding affinities obtained under the pre-fitted transferable GAFF2 and the refitted molecule-specific FM parameter sets agree within statistical uncertainty, which agrees with the similarity of host dynamics produced by the two parameter sets and indicates the applicability of GAFF2. The directionalized binding-mode preference is also extracted by projecting the thermodynamics on the heteroatom-primary-surface and carbon-primary-surface CVs. Compared with the experimental results, the binding-mode preferences of four host-guest pairs are correctly reproduced, while the calculation-predicted binding mode preference is generally more secondary-preferred for the other systems. Namely, the experimentally primary-preferred systems are predicted to be indifferent or secondary-preferred, while the
indifferent host-guest pairs are prone to be indifferent or secondary-preferred. These deviations should also attribute to the force-field issues discussed previously. Interestingly, the binding-pose preferences for the β-CD-G1 complex under GAFF2 and the refitted parameter set are the same. This agreement along with the binding-affinity accordance suggests the molecule-specific force-field refitting for β-CD derivatives is generally unnecessary and the pre-fitted GAFF2 parameters are already good enough.
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Table 1. The host-guest binding affinities in kcal/mol obtained under RESP charges combined with the GAFF2 or FM parameter set. $\Delta G_{\text{exp}}$ and $\Delta G_{\text{calc}}$ denote the experimental and calculated binding free energies, respectively. SD denotes the standard error of the free energy estimate obtained from block analysis. MSE, RMSE, $\tau$, and PI serve as quality measurements. For $\beta$-CD-derivatives-G1 complexes, the binding affinities are generally overestimated (more negative) than experimental references, which should arise from the force-field problem analyzed in previous sections. This systematic overestimation is successfully captured by a large MSE (~1 kcal/mol). The binding affinities of the $\beta$-CD-G1 complex under the pre-fitted transferable GAFF2 and the refitted molecule-specific FM parameter sets agree within statistical uncertainty, which suggests that the bonded terms in GAFF2 are generally good enough for $\beta$-CD derivatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host-Guest Pair</th>
<th>$\Delta G_{\text{exp}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta G_{\text{calc}}$</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$-CD G1</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG8 G1</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG9 G1</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M19 G1</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M23 G1</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M24 G1</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M34 G1</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M35 G1</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M36 G1</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>-5.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$-CD G2</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>-7.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM $\beta$-CD G1</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. The 2D chemical structures of the prototype β-CD, its derivatives and the two guest molecules.
Fig. 2. Quality assessment for the generated atom-centered fixed-charge models: a) the ESP RRMSE, b) dipole moments obtained from the two charge schemes and the electronic structure calculations, c) the number of points in the reference HF/6-31G* ESP scan, d) an illustration of equivalence constraints used in charge fitting. Among the two guests under study, the guest G1 is a more challenging system for both charge schemes, which arises from the lone electron pairs at the oxygen atom that triggers anisotropic ESP distribution. The carbon atoms in cyan and magenta are considered equivalent in charge generation. Equivalence constraints are also imposed on the hydrogen atoms linked to them. Without the constraints on the two carbon pairs (note that the constraints on hydrogen atoms remain activated), the ESP RRMSE would be lower to ~9%. However, this leads to overfitting of the ESP of a single configuration and the neglect of the chemical equivalence of these atoms. Therefore, in our modelling, we use the RESP charges obtained with the equivalence constraints. Note that this equivalent-atom problems widely exist in many molecules, e.g., methanol.
MG0 1000 configurations generated at 300 K

G10 1000 configurations generated at 300 K
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Fig. 3. Quality assessment for the generated models that combine the RESP charges and the pre-fitted GAFF2 or the refitted FM parameter set. Correlations of the force-field and \textit{ab initio} energetics calculated from 10 ns trajectories with a sampling interval of 10 ps at 300 K in vacuo for a) the prototype host $\beta$-CD and b) the guest G1. The time series of errors/deviations of the atomic forces ($\| \Delta F \|_i$ for the $i$th atom) produced by c) the original GAFF2 and d) the refitted FM-BLYP-D4 parameter sets for the host $\beta$-CD and the time series of force errors under e) GAFF2 and f) FM-$r^2$SCAN-3c for the guest G1. For the energy deviations, the errors produced by the pre-fitted GAFF2 are quite small for the guests that are small in size and drug-like and the GAFF2 refitting leads to marginal betterments, while more pronounced improvements are observed for the macrocyclic host $\beta$-CD. As for the atomic forces, when presenting the time series data of the atom-specified errors, the repeating units are numbered sequentially, and each glucose has 21 atoms. The first 11 atoms are non-hydrogen heavy atoms, while the other atoms are hydrogen atoms. Red dots for the force errors larger than 50 kcal/(mol·Å), green for force errors larger than 30 kcal/(mol·Å), blue for errors larger than 10 kcal/(mol·Å), and white for the other small-error points. A worth noting observation from the by-atom decomposition of force errors is that the forces on heavy atoms are more problematic than
those on hydrogen, which is similar to our previous refitting of the heterocyclic Cucurbit[8]uril.
Fig. 4. The superposition of the host configurations during 20 ns unbiased simulations in explicit solvent with bonded parameters from GAFF, GAFF2, and the refitted parameter set targeting BLYP-D4/def2-SVP initiated from GAFF2 (FM-BLYP-D4_from_GAFF2) and the time series of the radius of gyration of the host ring. The GAFF parameters describe a squashed β-CD cavity in explicit solvent, GAFF2 provides a stiff host ring maintaining a large central cavity, and the host ring under the refitted GAFF2 parameter set is more flexible than the original GAFF2 but the cavity still remains open and thus is stiffer than the GAFF parameter set.
Fig. 5. The number of contacts between all atoms of the prototype β-CD host and the guest G1 and its decomposition by each atom of the host during enhanced sampling simulations under the GAFF2 force field. The y-axis represents the serial number of host atom. The repeating units are numbered sequentially, and each glucose has 21 atoms. The first 11 atoms are non-hydrogen heavy atoms, while the other atoms are hydrogen atoms. All atoms of the host and the guest are included in the calculation, which enables the identification of host atoms that directly coordinate the guest. Red dots denote contacts larger than 10, green dots represent contact number between 5 and 10, blue ones are those larger than 1, and the other are represented by white dots. We can see that a huge number of binding/unbinding events are observed, and the center-binding and side-binding modes are explored during enhanced sampling simulations. The results of all host-guest complexes are provided in Fig. S2.
Fig. 6. 2D $\rho - C_{\text{host-hetero}}$ free energy surfaces in kcal/mol for a-b) the $\beta$-CD-G1 complex, c) the $\beta$-CD-G2 complex and d) the MG8-G1 complex. In a), c) and d), the pre-fitted GAFF2 parameter set is used to describe the system, while in b), the refitted FM parameter set (i.e., FM-BLYP-D4 for host and FM-\(r^2\)-SCAN-3c for guest) is employed. The results for the other host-guest complexes under the GAFF2 force field are given in Fig. S3.
Fig. 7. Correlation between the binding affinities obtained from our computational modeling and the experimental reference for host-guest systems under RESP charges combined with the GAFF2 or FM parameter set. The exact values of the binding affinities are presented in Table 1.
Fig. 8. 2D \( C_{\text{hetero-primary}} - C_{\text{carbon-primary}} \) free energy surfaces in kcal/mol for \( \beta\)-CD-G1, \( \beta\)-CD-G2, MG8-G1 and M36-G1 complexes obtained with the RESP charges and the GAFF2 force field. The results for the other host-guest systems are given in Fig. S4. Explicit marks (vdW representations) are added on the oxygen atoms defining the primary face of the host and the two anchor atoms of the guest.
Fig. 9. Comparison between the experimental and computed directional preference for β-CD-derivatives-guest complexes. Primary represents the host-guest complex prefers a primary binding mode, secondary denotes the secondary binding mode preference, and indifferent represents no binding mode preference. It is generally observed that the calculation-predicted binding mode preference is more ‘secondary’ than the experimental reference. Namely, in computational modelling, the primary-preferred systems tend to be indifferent or secondary-preferred, while the indifferent systems are prone to be indifferent or secondary-preferred.
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**Fig. S1.** The spherical coordinates defined by the COM of the host backbone and the only heteroatom of the guest.
**Fig. S2.** The number of contacts between all atoms of the host β-CD derivatives and the guests and the by-host-atom decomposition during metadynamics simulations under the RESP charge scheme and the GAFF2 force field. The y-axis represents the serial number of host atom. All atoms of the host and the guest are included in the calculation. Each glucose has 21 atoms. The first 11 atoms are non-hydrogen heavy atoms, while the other atoms are hydrogen atoms. The repeating units are numbered sequentially and the substitution groups are put after the backbone atoms. Red dots denote contacts larger than 10, green dots represent contact number between 5 and 10, blue ones are those larger than 1, and the other are represented by white dots.
Fig. S3. 2D $\rho - C_{\text{host-hetero}}$ free energy surfaces in kcal/mol for MG9-G1, M19-G1, M23-G1, M24-G1, M34-G1, M35-G1 and M36-G1 complexes obtained with the RESP charges and the GAFF2 force field.
Fig. S4. 2D $C_{\text{hetero-primary}} - C_{\text{carbon-primary}}$ free energy surfaces in kcal/mol for MG9-G1, M19-G1, M23-G1, M24-G1, M34-G1, M35-G1 and M36-G1 complexes obtained with the GAFF2 force field and that for the β-CD-G1 complex obtained with the refitted FM parameter set. For the first three systems, illustrative structures of binding poses are extracted from both minima (i.e., primary and secondary), while in the other host-guest cases we only present a single illustrative bound structure for each system. Explicit marks (vdW representations) are added on the oxygen atoms defining the primary face of the host and the two anchor atoms of the guest.